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®

®

Deliver fast, flexible, and secure applications
with low overhead

Rocket® UniData® provides everything you need to develop and deliver secure, stable, data-driven applications
that scale and evolve with your business needs. The platform powers thousands of business-critical operations
across industries including finance, healthcare, manufacturing, distribution, retail, and higher education.
With UniData you get the performance, reliability, and security of an enterprise-class application, with low
total cost of ownership.

Benefits/Features
Performant

Low TCO

Create, deploy, and maintain high-performing
business applications, and get faster ROI.

Minimize ownership costs with simple administration
and light hardware requirements.

Secure

Compliant

Implement industrial-strength data security.

Audit Logging capabilities let you easily establish
configurable audit histories of assets and events
so you can demonstrate compliance.

Reliable

Modern

Ensure business continuity with robust
HA/DR configurations.

Using free tools, add a modern web front end and
integrate it with other systems, such as third-party
apps and hardware like tablets and smartphones.

What our
customers have
to say

This product answers almost every audit question.
The Audit module can be configured from
high-level system-wide activity to specific user
file-level access and change logging, to program
and process logging. If you can think of an audit
question, UniData 8.2 Audit can be configured to
provide the answer.”
RUSSELL PATTERSON
IT Specialist,
Rural Finance

With Rocket UniData you can:
Deliver high-performance apps

Rest easy knowing your data is secure

Rocket UniData is an ideal platform for delivering
high-performance Online Transaction Processing
(OLTP) applications with complex business rules.

Security is paramount and UniData offers
flexible security purpose-built for on-premises
or cloud deployment.

Accelerate your teams’ productivity

Ensure business continuity

Accelerate your teams’ productivity by selecting the
best development tools based on your staff’s skills.

Based on a publisher/multi-subscriber model,
UniData replication is fast and flexible.

Why partner with Rocket Software?

Current.

Popular.

Modern developers
prefer current tools.

Python is one of the
most widely used opensource languages.

Compatible.

Pratical.

Python runs natively
on UniData 8.2.

Python enables you to
leverage a wealth of
functionality.

Leverage the Python programming
language from within UniData

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Visit RocketSoftware.com
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Learn more

